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Cedar Key Florida: First Stop on a Florida Coast Adventure
Article and photos by Hal Levine
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edar Key, Florida is one of the most
unique locations on the Gulf coast
of Florida. Off the beaten path, 59
miles west of Gainesville, route 24 dead
ends at Cedar Key, one of the few places
on Florida’s coast where the population has
actually decreased. In the post-Civil War
era there were three pencil factories, a turpentine works, and a railroad supporting an
estimated regional population of 5000. Today Cedar Key is a quiet retirement/ fishing
village with a small artist colony and a full
time population of about 800. With an elevation of ten feet above sea level this small
island community is a mix of sand and
mangroves and colorful cottages perched
on stilts surrounded by generally shallow,
calm, clear water.
This beautiful setting is the jumping
off point to paddle the Cedar Keys Wildlife
Refuge (CKNWR), which is comprised of
13 islands, many of which are located with-
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in a five-mile paddle of the town-maintained
kayak launching area. The palm-covered
islands are a mixture of mangroves, white
sugary sand, shell beaches, and sea worn
trees washed up during storms. Most of
the coastal area is wild and unspoiled, and
the shallow, warm waters of the gulf support a large variety of wildlife. Large flocks
of pelicans, osprey, and bald eagles can be
viewed daily. During any paddle you are
likely to see bottlenose dolphin feeding on
the huge schools of fish and in the warmer
months, manatee are often seen moving
about in the clear water. The launch area by
the town beach has ample free parking and
free boat launching areas adjacent to public
restroom and shower facilities.
The CKNWR was established in 1929
and is managed by the US Fish and Wildlife
Service. Four of the keys are specifically
designated as wilderness areas. This refuge is habitat for over 200 species of birds
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including ospreys, bald eagles, egrets, herons, pelicans, cormorants, and ibis. There
are raccoon, armadillos, crabs, and many
species of snakes. Cottonmouth snakes are
known to inhabit the interior of the islands.
However I have never seen a snake on any
of my numerous trips. The waters are also
populated with many species of fish, crabs,
turtles, and even manatee.
The remoteness of the keys and the surrounding shallow seas prevent large boats
from invading this paradise. The only motor craft are mostly local fishermen in small
boats and clam and oyster boats. The tidal
fluctuation is only about three feet and there
are two high and two low tides daily. The
only effect for kayakers is that at lower tides
there is mud at the Cedar Key launch site
and the island beaches grow larger at low
tide. The numerous oyster beds are easily
avoided while paddling.
Most of the kayak trips are pleasant
day trips to small deserted islands in the
calm waters of the gulf. Even die-hard,
long distance paddlers who could visit all
the islands in one trip generally succumb
to the slow, laid-back pace that Cedar Key
induces. The first day is often just a short
paddle to the closest island. Atsena Otie is
about a half mile from the launch but a circumnavigation makes a nice half day trip.
Stop at the wharf on the north side of the
island for a short hike and read the historical markers. This island was home to the
Eberhard Faber pencil factory and remnants
of the industry are visible. I prefer to do a
counter-clockwise trip in order to relax on
the beautiful white powdery sandy beaches
on the north side of the island. This trip is
approximately 3.5 to four miles and a nice
half day trip.
Other personal favorites are a day trip
to Snake Key. Also a relatively easy open
water paddle to a relaxing, seldom visited
sand beach. The island is easy to land for
picnic or swim and you should not miss the

opportunity to circumnavigate the island.
The back (south) side has a very remote feel
with an endless view of the blue sea to the
horizon.
A trip to Sea Horse Key makes a grand
way point. (From March 1 to June 30 landing is forbidden to protect nesting birds.)
Any other time the inviting beaches are
spectacular to spend a restful, lazy visit.
This island is about an eight-mile round trip
from the launch area in Cedar Key.
One of the most remote and accessible
islands is North Key. It is about a 9.5-mile
trip from Cedar Key for a trip to and a circumnavigation of North Key. Make it a full
day trip with stops at Deadmans Key and a
good hike and swim on the beautiful sand
spit beach on the South end of North Key.
Circumnavigation will take you over some
oyster beds and shallows. The beaches are
pure white sand and some are composed almost entirely of whelk shells. If you scan
the bottom you can easily find huge whelks
foraging for clams on the sandy bottom.
An hour’s drive from Cedar Key gets
you to some other fantastic paddling locations. Crystal River, although not remote
or quiet, is one of the most wonderful locations to see dozens of manatee in the late
winter and early spring before the gulf waters warm up. At the Three Sisters Spring in
Crystal River the 72 degree water is a refuge for large groups of manatee and a kayak
is a good way to view them. Be aware that
there will be many pontoon boats with wet
suit clad tourists snorkeling with these docile mammals.
Other enjoyable paddling destinations
nearby include the Withlacoochee Bay
area at the end of the road in Yankeetown
or even further south to the Chassahowitzka River in the Chassahowitzka National
Wildlife Refuge. There you will see many
birds, fish, dolphin, and manatee and even
paddle to remote fresh water springs. The
Chassahowitzka River Campground has a
very convenient boat launch area.
This whole area of Florida is well
equipped to satisfy travelers with a variety
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of lodging and camping areas. The best
way to find suitable lodging (Hotel/Motel/RV/B&Bs/camping) in the Cedar Key
area is to contact the Cedar Key Chamber
of Commerce at their website http://www.
cedarkey.org/lodging.php..
A favorite watering hole and quality
restaurant is the Island Hotel and for a good
breakfast and a scrumptious soft shell crab
sandwich for lunch don’t miss Annie's. It is
also very worth while to spend some time
at the Cedar Key Museum to get a better
understanding of the amazing history of this
unique place.

If you are fortunate enough to take a
kayaking road trip south to Florida the Cedar Key area is an excellent place to combine adventure paddling, wild life viewing,
and relaxation.
Hal Levine, a professional geologist specializing in environmental remediation
projects in New England, has contributed
several articles to ACK. When he is not
paddling, he lives in the Monadnock region
of New Hampshire.
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